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anunnaki gods no more dr sasha lessin 9781479372218 - anunnaki gods no more dr sasha lessin on amazon com free
shipping on qualifying offers dr lessin explains the anunnki s involvement in human history the giant olden gods folks with
high tech their heirs chain us to short, sumerian gods and goddesses anunnaki crystalinks - nephilim anunnaki royal
bloodline creators those who from heaven to earth came the sumerian king list allegedly recorded all the rulers of earth over
400 000 years who were said to be gods demigods or immortals or one soul playing all the roles, slave species of the
gods the secret history of the - slave species of the gods the secret history of the anunnaki and their mission on earth
michael tellinger on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers our origins as a slave species and the anunnaki legacy in
our dna br br reveals compelling new archaeological and genetic evidence for the engineered origins of the human species,
who are the anunnaki what is the planet nibiru - who are the anunnaki by d m murdock acharya s are the anunnaki real
are they aliens or are they part of a bigger picture the anunnaki are the major players in a paradigm making its way into
popular folklore via the work of the late zecharia sitchin an economist by education and profession and the author of several
best selling books, the anunnaki our intergalactic heritage earth estelle - preface humans were not only created by g d
but are also genetically symbolically and literally related to a few off planet civilizations one particularly known on earth as
the anunnaki, more than you ever wanted to know about the anunnaki - 7 9 10 dream i was in a small house talking on
the telephone trying to find my cousin who knew about my grandmother s knee scar, anunnaki history and the role of
reptilian ets part 1 - in may 2003 i was e mailing a briefing document to people i was meeting on the net in which i
described what i know or suspect regarding the et colonial power that is currently holding us in slavery and has been doing
so for the past several millennia, were the anunnaki alien race the same hindu gods page 1 - in modern times the main
reference we have to learn about the supposed alien race that has colonized earth in remote times are the books of
zecharia sitchin like it or not, the mystery handbag of the gods depicted in sumer - how is it possible that thousand year
old depictions of the anunnaki show the gods carrying a mysterious bag and halfway around the world we find the same
thing depicted by ancient mesoamerican civilizations, the truth about easter and the secret worship of the - the following
article is based on j r terrier s book history of easter hidden secret origins and mystery religion ad, anunnaki revealed
finding the nephilim in myth giants - central to ancient astronaut theory and author zecharia sitchin s narrative is a group
of mythic beings known as the anunnaki whom he claimed crossed their own dna with that of homo erectus in order to
create mankind for the purpose of using humans as slaves to mine gold and other minerals, those of royal blood
annunaki aliens history - the annunaki those of royal blood are believed to be immortal gods that inhabited the earth
during the ancient sumerian time in mesopotamia, a study of reptilians bibliotecapleyades net - by aurora025 october
2004 from forumfok website david icke talks about a small group that has ruled this planet for thousands of years and have
passed on their rule from generation to generation through their bloodline, anunnaki manipulated man genetically shift
frequency - humanity was formed from anunnaki dna and homo erectus dna with many horrific mistakes in between which
are well documented in sitchin s books, did the anunnaki create mankind over 400 thousand years - nearly all ancient
texts seem to concur that otherworldly beings created mankind no matter what religion culture or ancient writings we look at
all of them have one thing in common life on earth was created it did not start by itself but intervention from above was
necessary, the 10th sumerian tablet the anunnaki built the pyramids - according to the anunnaki themselves our solar
system has one more member a huge planet that is orbiting the sun in a 3 600 years long ellipse, enki and enlil
halexandria - according to sumerian texts as detailed in genesis of the grail kings 1 during a visit by their father anu the
archetypal absentee landlord the anunnaki made a decision the gods had clasped their hands together had cast lots and
had divided anu then went up to heaven to enlil the, the official web site of zecharia sitchin - ancient babylonian
astronomers calculated jupiter s position from the area under a time velocity graph there is more exciting scientific news this
week that corroborates sitchin writings, gods you don t believe in common sense atheism - update you can now get the
full list on a handsome wall poster christians are often baffled as to how atheists could deny the existence of their god
yahweh but they shouldn t be
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